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CRAFTING INSPIRED WORKSPACES



CRAFTED 
FOR YOU

In an ever evolving workspace you can be sure of quality,  
well-considered practical furniture solutions to meet every demand.

From design and space planning, our teams take time to deliver 
the very best. Quality management ensures that installations have 
maximum impact with minimal disruption.

About Tangent

Tangent is a market leading British office furniture 
manufacturer serving companies across all market 
sectors. 

We add value through innovative design that 
recognises the trends and developments in technology.  

At Tangent our manufacturing heritage stretches back 
over 30 years. Today, our modern manufacturing 
facility located in Chalgrove, Oxfordshire extends to 
75,000 square feet.  

All our products are manufactured to the highest 
standards with rigorous  ISO 9001 accredited quality 
control system in place. 

We would like to hear from you. Whatever the size of 
your project or stage you are at in the design process 
we are here to help and advise.

CALL US TODAY
0800 389 3112



Our 75,000 square feet of workshops 
are the heart of our business and  
it is here that our talented teams  
design, develop, engineer and  
assemble your furniture. 
High precision equipment ensures all our furniture meets our high 
standards and means we are able to handle the most ambitious of 
bespoke projects.

We have been the leading light in British office furniture design 
and manufacturing for the last three decades, consistently in step 
with rapidly changing trends in working practices, technology and 
legislation.

SKILL & precISIon



RELAY    

Flexible working

 
FEATURE PRODUCT

Relay Bench Desking System 
Relay offers unique features on a versatile and functional bench 
system with integrated cable management. Clean lines disguise a 
robust frame which offers flexible seating arrangements on a cost 
effective platform.

OPTIONS

Relay Plus 
Sliding tops provide easy access to the integrated cable tray from 
the desktop, making wires and connections manageable.

ADDITIONAL WORKSPACE IDEAS

Spot Storage

Relay collaborative tables 

Operator and task chairs

Monitor Arms



QORE
Infinite possibilities

FEATURE PRODUCT

Qore 
A desking concept with a wide spectrum of possibilities to match 
demands. Both practical and aesthetically pleasing, Qore is ideal 
for today’s changing office space.

OPTIONS

With many configurations, you can utilise space and reduce costs.  
Options include shared leg or interchangable U  and Cantilever 
legs or panel end in 4 finishes.  

Plus, multi-use cable ports for monitors and shelving.

ADDITIONAL WORKSPACE IDEAS

Zip Screens 
As shown, a perfect way to divide workspaces with a choice of 
finishes and tool rail options.

Pedestals 
Keep working areas tidy and personal belongings tucked away 
with our range of under desk MFC and steel pedestals.



NEO EVOLUTION
Reconfigure your office

FEATURE PRODUCT

Neo Evolution Desk and Table Systems 
Neo is a height adjustable post and beam system incorporating 
worksurfaces, simple cable management, screens and accessories. 
Neo is the complete package solution providing a large number 
of configurations which can be easily changed to suit different 
workstyles.

OPTIONS

Variety of heights, posts, beams and top supports

Choice of leg styles available in Silver or White.

Superb selection of worktops 
 
ADDITIONAL WORKSPACE IDEAS

Tables  
Matching looks for your meeting space.

Monitor arms 
Raise monitors to a comfortable working height.



COSINE
Time to make a stand

FEATURE PRODUCT

Cosine Sit/Stand Desking 
Designed to reduce prolonged sitting time during office work. 
Cosine has been developed with an integral height adjusting 
mechanism, encouraging standing positions as an alternative.

OPTIONS

Single/Double

Manual crank handle

Electric mechanism - optional four position memory function

Fixed height, static bench at 740mm or 1050mm high 

ADDITIONAL WORKSPACE IDEAS:

Symmetry Screens 
Choice of heights, fabrics or opt for pinnable, acrylic and 
acoustic. 



REGION
A collaborative  
table system

FEATURE PRODUCT

Region Tables 
A stylish and innovative blend of organic and industrial design. 
Ideal for agile workspaces and meetings. Oak legs combine with 
a steel under structure with integrated cable management tray.

OPTIONS

Executive tops 
Hiqhest quality, prestigious 25mm MFC finishes (see page 29)

Nano Technology tops 
Soft touch long lasting properties including anti-fingerprint, scratch 
resistance and hydro repellent to keep your workspace looking 
new. See page 29 for options.

Power and data options can be fully integrated.

ADDITIONAL WORKSPACE IDEAS

Matching meeting room storage



TABLES
For every scenario

FEATURE PRODUCTS

Meeting tables 
From traditional to modern and collaborative to sit few or many 
with or without power/phone charging units. Tables come in a 
variety of shapes, sizes and leg styles to suit your space.

Media tables (opposite page) 
Designed as a free standing unit with integrated technology, our 
Media Table is a great solution for any collaborative scenario, 
available at a standing or sitting height with a choice of base 
options. 

OPTIONS

Shapes and sizes to suit

Cable management

Wireless charge points 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Bespoke tailored functionality to suit your budget and 
requirements.



STORAGE
A place for everything

FEATURE PRODUCT

StorageWall  
Create clean, efficient work environments by optimising storage 
needs whilst maximising available floor space.

OPTIONS

Comprehensive internal storage compartment choice 
From filling fittings to cloakrooms and space for personal items

Standalone or fixed to existing walls

Bespoke projects 
Configure to your exact needs

ADDITIONAL WORKSPACE IDEAS:

Recycling units



LOCKERS
Stow away belongings

FEATURE PRODUCT

Lockers  
Take control of your personal space and configure neatly into your 
work environment.

OPTIONS

Choice of style 
Single, double and a variety of heights and depths.

Choice of MFC and coloured laminates  
for contemporary appeal

Variety of lock options 
Digital, combination, key and other options on request.

ADDITIONAL WORKSPACE IDEAS:

Combine into desk and bench systems



TASK CHAIRS
Work at ease

FEATURE PRODUCT

Q & T Task Chairs  
Ergonomically designed to combine comfort and promote positive 
posture. With easy to use adjustment mechanisms and moulded 
foam seats your workforce can work with ease.

OPTIONS

Adjustable Arms

Fixed Arms

Chrome Base (Q only)

Seat Slide  (Q only)

ADDITIONAL WORKSPACE IDEAS:

Cantilever Visitors Chair



Breakout 
essentials 
Whether its poseur height tables, coffee tables or simply foldaway 
tables, we can manufacture to your requirements. 

ADDITIONAL WORKSPACE IDEAS:

Bar Stools

Sled Base Chairs - chrome base or Silver base

4 Leg Chairs - chrome base



MFC FINISHES 

Oak  
MJ

Sand  
Provincial 
Elm ME

Mandal 
Birch 
M17

Tabacco 
Pacific 
Walnut M41

White  
MW

Grey  
M60

Driftwood 
M83 
Not available  
on FastTrack

EXECUTIVE FINISHES  For Tables & Region

Grey Beige 
Gladstone 
Oak MU

Tabacco 
Gladstone 
Oak MS

White 
Fleetwood 
MF

Natural 
Savona 
MY

BREAKOUT SEATING 

Black Grey Ivory Orange Red White

CARCASS FINISHES

Graphite 
U899

Black 
U999

Pebble Mid 
Grey MP

FABRIC SEATING
Band 1 
Camira - Advantage 
Camira - Phoenix 
Camira - Manhattan 
Bradbury - Stirling 
Bradbury - Omega Plus

Band 4 
Camira - Honeycomb 
Camira - Synergy 
Camira - Landscape 
Camira - Track 
Gabriel - Legend

Band 2 
Camira - Sprint 
Camira - X2 
Camira - Xtreme Plus 
Camira - Mainline Plus 
Bradbury - Flamblend

Band 5 
Camira - Oxygen 
Camira - Nettle Collection 
Gabriel - Breeze 
Gabriel - Luna 2 
Gabriel - Gaja Classic

Band 3 
Camira - Aquarius 
Camira - Blazer 
Camira - Hemp 
Camira - Nexus 
Gabriel - Step 

Other fabrics available on 
request. Only Camira fabrics 
available on fasttrack.

FABRIC SCREENS
Band 1 
Camira - Cara 
Camira - Racer

Band 2 
Camira Lucia

Band 3 
Camira Blazer 
Camira Nexus

For detailed swatches and  
reference codes please visit:

tangentfurniture.co.uk

FINISHES

NANO FINISHES 

Taupe  
23

Mid Grey  
22

Beige  
25

Black  
20

Dark Grey  
21

Light Grey  
24

Off White  
26

Paper White  
27



Head Office: 
Warpsgrove Lane 

Chalgrove  
 Oxfordshire OX44 7TH  

T 0800 389 3112 
F 0800 304 7030

Showroom:
The Gallery Clerkenwell 

21-22 Great Sutton Street 
Clerkenwell  

London EC1V 0DY
T 0207 253 7652

tangentfurniture.co.uk
info@tangentfurniture.co.uk
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